
 

Album Westlife World Of Our Own is among the most popular album of Westlife. The release date of the album is 2001-05-22. On this page you will also find an audio file which you can listen to before download or stream, but behind a paywall. This site gives you all of this for free without signup required! You have found the best resource to download this CDRip torrent. Download now and enjoy
your music! Summary: For their final recording project before implanting their planned hiatus, Westlife left us with one final compilation, World of Our Own. The record was released in 2001, unfolding after the United Kingdom's top singles ranking reached its peak. It was an appropriate time for the Irish boy band to release this, because their fans have been thrilled at the prospect of having the best
tracks in one album. Westlife is a self-titled album released in 1999 by Irish boy band Westlife, their debut studio album. The international version consists of 11 tracks plus two extra tracks, "Together Girl Forever" and "I Have A Dream", both are just snippets of less than 1 minute. The Irish version consists of 13 tracks with the song "I Have A Dream". Recorded between 1997 and 1999, mainly in
Dublin, Ireland and Tippet Studios, England. Two versions - standard international version (11 tracks) and an extended Irish version (13 tracks). All songs written by Westlife except where noted.

 An extended play consisting of five songs was also released in 1999. The five were also included in the UK edition of their debut studio album, "Westlife". The song ""I Have A Dream" is included in the US edition of "Westlife" but not included in any other editions. This EP has sold over 1 million copies worldwide. All songs written by Westlife. All songs written by Ronan Keating, John Spence,
Nicky Byrne and Kian Egan, except where noted. 

"For information on the singles from the international version of this album, please see Westlife (album)" In 2002, a promo album consisting of eight tracks was released. The album was available at some shops in Japan and also sold in some other countries in Europe including Germany and France. The title of the album in Japanese is "ワーリー賛歌 （Barry's Song)". All songs were performed by the
band Westlife except for "Barry's Song. This is their 3rd time working with Japanese producer H.T.P. The single "I Have a Dream" is also included in this album as a bonus DVD disc with music videos of the single and some special features such as "Who is the Best-Dressed Member?" and "What's your favorite color?".

  Album: Arista Records 21751-2 (Jun 30, 2000) Album: Polydor Records 827 453-2 (Apr 18, 2001) *Japanese version - World of Our Own Album only from Japan includes "I Have A Dream". Disc 2 contains I Have A Dream Music Video.
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